castellaras de thorenc
Path Length of : 12km
Height difference : 450m
Walking Time : 4H30 / 05H30

sentier blanc martel
Path Length of : 15km
Height Difference : 600m
Walking Time : 6H00 / 07H00

From the lake, head for the river that flows below. Cross the
ford by a small pontoon. Take the track and almost
immediately reach beacon 141. Take the direction "Col de la

This Blanc-Martel trail allows you to enter the depths of the
Gorges du Verdon following the course of the river. The trail
is a hiking route reserved for experienced hikers not subject

Baïsse" by a track that goes on the left. The runway climbs
harmoniously. We reach beacon 142. The track makes some
turns then, at a small clearing, it separates into 2 tracks,

to vertigo (more than 10 years). You will meet 660 m of
tunnel, 10 specific works (1 footbridge, 4 metal stairs, 4
lookouts, 1 scree crossing), the ladders of crossing the Imbert

take the one on the right (follow the yellow marking). Climb
up to the pass and you reach beacon 143. Take the flat
runway that goes left just before the beacon. After a good
distance, the trail stops. Take the small road that goes on
the right at the level of a cairn. It goes up then is quickly
cut by a track that goes down: turn right in this track then

Breach (ladders of 80 m of height difference, 18 stairs, 274
steps.

quickly left to recover the continuation of the path a little
higher. This path is badly marked. From time to time, it is
lost but cairns are regularly found to recover it. To avoid
getting lost, you must always keep the same direction,
towards the Castellaras.We finally arrive at the foot of
Castellaras after a short descent. At this pass, turn right
down to reach beacon 146. There, climb to Castelleras. Go
down the same road and turn right at beacon 146. You reach
the road (RD2) at beacon 145. Along it to Lake Thorenc: the

at the start ( parking of the Chalet de la Maline) and the other
at the finish (parking of the Samson corridor or parking of
the Point Sublime). From the Chalet de la Maline, go down to
the bottom of the Gorges. At the intersection, turn left
towards the Point Sublime until the difficult climb of the
Brèche Imbert. Descend the steep metal stairs to reach the
edge of the Verdon. Continue the trail to the two tunnels
(provide flashlights). Then go up to the viewpoint of the
Samson corridor then cross the road to continue the trail to

tracks parallel to the road are private and forbidden
access... Too bad for hikers!

the Point Sublime (150m above)

The
The Blanc-Martel trail is a one-way trip between the Chalet
de la Maline on the crest road and the Point Sublime in
Rougon. Two vehicles are required. We will leave one vehicle

hiking trials
around taulane

ruines du vieux seranon
Path Length of : 5,5km
Walking Time : 2H00/3H00

Height Difference : 250m

montagne de l'audibergue
Path Length of : 9km
Height Difference: 350m
Walking Time : 3H00 / 4H00

NOTRE DAME DU ROC
Path Length of : 5km
Height Difference : 310m
Walking Time : 02h00 / 02h30

Magnificent hike on the Audibergue mountain,
mountain, whose bare
summit contrasts with the ubac covered by a superb
coniferous forest, from the summit (1642 m) a 360° view of
the Esterel to the Mercantour massif. During the summer, the
Moulière chairlift, opened in July-August, will facilitate
access to the summit. From the Parc de la Moulière (1 340m -

Visit the heritage of Séranon through a beautiful hike that
will make you discover the natural and architectural riches of
the territory by then accessing a magnificent viewpoint and a
plunging view of two valleys.
From Place Léon Rebuffel in the village of Séranon, you will
head towards the town hall to catch up with the GR406 in the
direction of the Ruins of Vieux Séranon. In the first place you
will arrive at the Bastide de Broundet where Napoleon fell
asleep a few hours from 02 to 03 March 1815. Then continue
on the main road to the Sainte Brigitte Chapel where you can
go back and admire its simplicity. It is after the passage to
this chapel that the climb becomes harsher. You will see from
the beginning the different buildings remaining, until you
reach the old Church of Saint Michel overlooking the valley
of Séranon where the mythical
Route Napoléon winds. Then

take the direction of the old
Château on your left. A
viewpoint awaits you there and
overlooks the Séranon valley as
well as that of Valderoure. To go
further, you can go to the
Church of Saint Michel to the
right until the Balcony of
Napoleon, another viewpoint
just as beautiful as that of the
Castle.

b.169), reach the top of the chairlift either by foot on the ski
slope or by the lift; reach the ridge nearby and follow it to the
East to climb a first summit (1,602 m).

Still in the same direction, go down slightly to a wide pass to
climb along the ski slopes to the summit of the Audibergue
(1,642 m - b.176): wide panorama with, to the West, the
Mourre de Chanier overlooking the gorges of the Verdon, to
the North, the mountain of the Estrop, the Coyer, SaintHonorat and Mounier massifs to the east, the Mercantour
border massif and, to the south, the Mediterranean coast.
From the summit, head north under the ski lifts to join
beacon 173 (1,421 m). L eave the ski slopes to take a good path
that rises slightly north, among pine and broom. The trail
begins a movement towards the West, the vegetation changes,
it is the fir and peonies that brightens the landscape. You
quickly reach a track that, after having crossed the
Charbonnière ski lift, allows you to easily return to the
Moulière park via beacon 174.

Through Castellane and by shady paths visit the famous and
renowned Notre Dame du Roc. You will have a beautiful
view of the village of Castellane. Park on the parking lot of
the Boudousque right after the bridge over the Verdon. To
reach the center of the village and the square of the church
by the street of Lieutenand Blondeau. To reach the tourist
office by following the street of Mitan.
Depuis l'office de tourisme, suivre, par les trottoirs, la route
nationale montant en direction de Digne-les-Bains. Passer
devant le parking St-Michel et, en face d'une stationservice, prendre à droite le chemin montant à la chapelle
Notre-Dame du Roc. L'itinéraire longe les remparts et se
poursuit par un chemin. Après avoir cheminé le long des
remparts et être passé au pied de la tour pentagonale, le
sentier se poursuit par un chemin de croix jalonné de
quatorze oratoires. The climb continues to the crossroads
between the access to the chapel and the Tour du Roc.
Climb to the chapel of Notre-Dame du Roc, overlooking the
village located 180 m below. Return by the same route.
Follow the route to the left and then, after 10 m, take the
"Tour du Roc" to the right, on the way back to Castellane.
The route crosses the ruins (remains of Petra Castellana).
Shortly after having passed the old catchment of a spring,
the path describes a yaw and joins below a ravine. Go down
this road to an access road to the houses, then a small road
along the Verdon. Turn right and after passing under the
rock and in front of the bridge, classified as a historical
monument, reach the Boudousque car park.

